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TREATMENT FEATURE

lnsights from Untreated Surfaces and Historical
Varnishing Effects.
This article considers two serc of paintings: first, a pair

of

identical' seventeenth

century paintings, one repeatedly varnished and cleaned and the other never varnished;
secondly, two pairs ofpendantportÍaits bythe same artist, onepairrepeatedlyvarnished
and cleaned, and the other pair varnished once and never cleaned. Having previously
published research findings from single-sided nucleír magnetic resonance (NMR)
studies related to these projects, Gwendoline Fife and Bascha Stabik, Senior Paintings
Conservators at the Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL) discuss here the
differences they observed during their treatments and the conclusions they could draw
from this practical viewpoint.
INTRODUCTION

century Dutch canvas paintings was treated at SRAL.
Called 7he Dinner (124 cm x 212 cm) and 7he Dance
(130 cm x 218 cm) the paintings are both dated 1616 and
have been attributed to the same artist (figure 1). These
paintings are regarded to be an historical document of the

The conservator-restorer can barely hope to encounrer
the real-life equivalent of a scientific control: originally
identical (or closely similar) objects where one has
undergone repeated restorations while the other has
barely been touched. For the luc\y practitioner this
is an exceptional opportuniry to observe, investigate
and document the impact past treatments have
had on the original materials. The comparison of
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real art objects, which inidally started out almost
exacdy the same - the same momenr of creation,

artist, technique and materials, exposure to the
initial conditions - gives insight not only
into the often potentially detrimental effects of past
same

interventions and storage conditions, but also feeds
our understanding regarding the original intention

of the artist. Finally, the present conservarorrestorer faces a likely unprecedented challenge
in determining and applying the least intrusive
approach in any treatmenr necessary to preserve the
'untouched' objecr.

In the SRAL studios in Maastricht, The Netherlands,
we have extraordinarily come across two sets of
objects which have provided us wirh such a situation.

This paper will describe in brief the comparative
condition and treatment histories, highlighting
some of the pertinent conclusions drawn from the
dramatic differences observed.

EXAMPLE SET T THE PIPENPOYSE
WEDDING PICTURES
Condition and treatment history
In 2011 a pair of two'identical'early seventeenth

l.

Figure

l:

7he

Dinner (top) and Tbe Dance (bottonr), photographed afier rÍeirrmenr

ar SRAL.

4r

wedding of Eraert van Pipenpoy and Jel van Liauckema in
Sexbierum, Friesland, which took place some 400 years ago.
It is believed that the arrisr was commissioned ro provide an
eyewitness account of this opulent wedding parry. Stylistic
concurrences as well as equivalent materials and techniques
supporr the idea of one hand involved in the production of
these works.

The paintings were previously housed in Liauckamastare in
Friesland. In 1824 the family esrare was demolished and it
was not

until 1963 that the rwo paintings

rÀ/ere

presented

to the Fries Museum, Leeuwarden. Howeveg we have no
information about the climate and storage conditions the
paintings had been exposed ro nor any documenrarion
'When

about previous restorations.
rhe paintings came to
SRAfs studios for treatmenr, ar leasr part of their restorarion
history could be reconstrucred by means of eramination

with the naked eye as well as technical examinarion. It was
established that historical structural rrearmenr consisted of
local tear repair and restretching. Regarding rhe trearments
of rhe paint surface Zhe Dinner had been repeatedly
varnished (with indications of prior cleaning) with natural
resin layers during at least two separare campaigns, with
extensive overpaint also present above the lowest varnish
layer. For 7he Dance on the other hand, rhere were no signs

that the paint surface had ever been varnished.

conditions are accountable for the remarkable visual and
tactile differences berween the wvo paintings. Tlte Dinner's
laminated strucrure of linen supporr, original ground
and paint layers and later overpaints and varnishes can be
described as compact, if not compressed. The ground and

paint layers have developed a craquelure pattern rypical
for a canvas painting. The textile sLrpport has lost its initial
suppleness and has become stiffand rigid. Varnish residues,
corresponding with the craquelure pattern of the paint
layer, can be seen on the reverse of the canvas in normal
and ultraviolet light. By contrast, the reverse of the canvas
of Zhe Dance is clearly much lighter in colour indicating
that the linen fibres are less oxidised. AIso, the paint layer
of The Dance feels much more pliable and unrestricted. It
is quite matte with an almost pastelJike qualiry to it and
is somewhat under-bound, feeling dry and powdery to the
touch. Despite its chalky qualiry one still gets a sense of
flexibiliry in the oil paint layer.
Another striking difference berween the rwo works is the
lack of a craquelure pattern in 7he Dance (figure 4). So, the
obvious question arises, why have ageing cracks developed
in one painting and not the other? Since the rwo paintings
can be regarded as having initially started out 'the same'

we can likely assume that the change from a fine and
supple object to a stiff and compact one, including the
development of a network of drying cracks, must somehow

Since sampling and analysis indicated that the original
pigments, binding medium and layer build-up of both
paindngs are identical (figures 2 and 3), we can assume

considered likely to be a major reason for these fundamental

that historical trearmenrs and other environmental

differences. By means of the organic solvents used to add or

be related to previous restoration campaigns and/or storage

conditions. Repeated varnishing and varnish removal

are

remove varnish on the painting

I

3 surface, solubilised resin could
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be carried into the ground,

d paint, and canvas structure.

O

Upon ageing these increasingly

acidic resin residues

have

a detrimental effect on the
entire structure resulting
in overall compactness and
stiffness of the object, and
thus dramatically changing
its mechanical response and
visual and tactile appearance.
It seemed therefore that
resin migration, rather than
the more rypically discussed
potential solvent effects, was a
clomlnrnr fecor ln explálnlng
the critical changes in the paint,

Figure 2r Cross-secrions of s:rnrples taken lrom
rvlrite coloul are:rs of Tlte Dinner (top) and ZÉr
l).1/r.í, (botton-l), vierverl in visible licht.

ground, and canvas layers.
This hypothesis, based on
Figure 3: Cross-sections oFsirr.nples t:rken Fron-r
brown colour areas of 7fu l)intter (top) and IÁa
Drlt?.e (bottonr), vicrvetl in trltraviolet light. An old
rcsin r.alnish laver is present
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on lhe

l)irtrter.

observation and experienced

intuition could be

verified

during measurement of

the
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'[he
Figure 4r Details oF
Dinner (rop) and.7he
Dance (6orton); while 7he Dance exhtbirc
severe damages to rhe paint layer, like creases,
flaking paint and extensive painr loss, ir lacks
the wpical lormation of ageing cracks, rvhich

can be clearly observed

in

o

Figure 5: The Dinner and The Dance, photographed befbre treatrnent at SRAI. The large losses ro the
paint and canvas of Tlte Dant'e are apparenr.

Tlte Dinner.

situation removing these non-original layers and replacing
them with new stable materials achieved a satisfring visual
appearance.

two paintings' depth profiles using single-sided NMR (Fife
et

al. 20t5,2016).

Theatment at SRAL
Considering their significantly diferenr condirions, posing

very distinct problems, both paintings required rotally

The rationale behind the Íeatment of The Dance however,
was foremost focused on more preventive aspects. It was

thought imperative for the trearment to stabilise and
preserve the current status - which, from our perspective
best approximated the artist's intention - and with the

different resrorarion rreatmenrs (figure 5). From the outset
it was obvious that a theoretical ideal ofvisually unifying the

minimal addition of only necessary material.

two paintings would be impossible to achieve. Therefore,
the treatment approach could not be guided by such an
objective; rather there was no other option than to consider

The main issues presented by The Dinner were failing
fillings in losses ro rhe paint layers and canvas, inferior
retouchings and discoloqred overpaints, as lyell as a dark
and dull looking varnish layer. It was proposed to remove
the discoloured varnish layer and overpaints as far as
safely possible and remove or adjust old fillings. This
phase was followed by a restrained aesthetic resrorarion.

the paintings separately as rwo unrelated objects.

'!7ith

this in mind the treatment of The Dinner focused on
dealing with the defects caused by the ageing resrorarion
materials present, such as the discoloured varnish layers
and overpaint. From a conservation, as well as an aesrhetic
viewpoint, rheir removal was deemed necessary. In this

Through testing, the most safely eÍfective organic solvent
and method of application could be chosen for removal
of the non-original layers. To monitor the surface during
43
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treatmenr visible light microscopy and ultraviolet light
examinarion was employed. Sample material was mounred

in cross-section and examined under the microscope to gain
insight into the materials and techniques of both paintings.
During this stage of treatment, cross-section examination
proved useful not only to identi$, the presence of older
restorations but to affirm the absence of what might be
considered an original varnish. In the cross-sections a dirt
layer clearly visible between the paint layer and the varnish
layer indicated that originally the painting had not been
varnished, as was still the case with its pendant The Dance
(figure 3). The dirt layer covered the entire surface rendering
it grey and dull and thereby impairing the tonaliry of the
colours and legibiliry of the image. During testing the dirt
layer proved particularly tenacious but it was successfully
removed with a low percentage of gelled trisodium citrate
in demineralised water (thickened with Tylose C30). The

colour values and spatial depth of the composition were
hereby revealed, which greatly improved the entire image.

fragile, lacking cohesion and feeling strongly under bound.
The Dance entered the SRAI studios provisionally pinnecl
onto the front of a wobbly strainer using drawing pins.

In the studio the painting was temporarily stretched onto
to make it safely accessible for further
treatment and to pull out the deformations in the textile
support slowly and gradually. This was done by means
of a simple yet effective system consisting of D-shacldes,
bulldog clamps, and string allowing for easy regulation of
the tension (figure 6). This set up was kept in place for
several weeks until the deformations were considered
sufficiently reduced. \X/hile being held under tension
horizontally the poor cohesion as well as adhesion of the
paint layer could be addressed. As the paint layer had a
particularly matte surface appearance it was deemed critical
that the consolidant have no visual effect. Following tests
with several materials, Jun Funori with an addition of
sturgeon glue gave the most satisfying result. A mixture of
0.8% Jun Funori and 3o/o sturgeon glue in demineralised
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Figure 6:

its treatment

The Dance,

cluring trelrment of the crrnvas defbrmations.

7he Dance presented different

water (4:7) was applied first with a small brush along all
losses, followed by application across the entire surface. The

in other words

forgotten, which had safeguarded

it

for

centuries from the eager hands of restorers, the task to
now preserve it for firture generations presented a huge
responsibiliry to the team..at SRAI. The painting urgendy

required treatment from

a

conservation and aesthetic

perspedive due to a large loss in the canvas and painted
composition. It was paramount that the treatment must
not compromise the integriry of the object. The main
conservation problems were twofold. The canvas itself had
suffered severely. It had been crudely rolled up resulting in
many fold lines and deformations criss-crossing the entire
painting, thereby creating a creased look. A large piece of
canvas had been randomly cut out of the lower right corner
and the lower left corner was badly torn, Many smaller tears
and holes contributed to the overall battered appearance of
7he Dance. These severe structural defects made a safe and

adequate stretching onto a secondary support unfeasible.
The inadequate stoÍage conditions had not only resulted in
dramatic deformations of the linen support but also caused
related delamination of paint and extensive loss to the paint
and ground layers. The paint layer itself was exceedingly
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challenges altogether. As the painting had been 'lost' or

Regarding

è.

a working surface

Concessions, however, had to be made in regards to the old
overpaints. Only some overpaints could safely be removed
whilst others had to be carefully thinned mechanically with
the aid of a scalpel and a stereomicroscope. In some areas
where further removal of overpaints was deemed unsafe
for the original surface, it was decided to rather retain and
aesthetically adjust these during the retouching phase. After
application of an intermediate Laropal A8l varnish layer
old damages, discoloured residual overpaints and abrasions
were carefully integrated resulting in an overall harmonious

picture.

s:

fitting of inserts
of polyester sailcloth to visually close the image and as a
necessary preparation for the Mist-Lining (Yan Och et al.
2003). Natural linen canvas was chosen as a lining fabric.
After lining the painting was stretched onto a new strainer
and a visual integration of the large losses in both bottom
corners was carried out on the inserts - first covered with a
water soluble filling material - using Golden Acrylic Artist
Colours. To keep the addition of any restoration material
to a minimum it was decided not to fill and retouch the
subsequent treatment steps included the

numerous smaller losses in the paint and ground layers. The

neutral tone of the original linen canvas, visible in these
losses, was not considered disturbing and it was generally
felt that a mere extensive restorationr including varnish
layers, filling and retouching material, would simply be
invasive and would imperil the material integriry of this
unique object.

EXAMPLE SET 2: TWO PAIRS OF BLOEMEN
MARRIAGE PORTRAITS
The next extraordinary sample set comprises (literally)

r
stretched
o
.!
I
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and

nailed

onto wooden stretchers,

with an upper ground
layer likely applied by
the artist. Highly similar

painting
rechniques

could be

materials,

and

sryle

observed.

The backgrounds were
all painted in a thin
layer containing earth
pigments, with a buildup from dark to light,
and for the light areas

in all four paintings
a thicker lead whire
Figure 7: Portraits of utrkncxvn Bloetncrt [rrnih'rrrerllrcrs bef'ore rrcilrn]cnt, c;rch 5t cnr x 49.i cm.

related paintings in the form of rwo pairs of marriage
portraits. The first pair were brought to SRAL by their
recent inheritor, a Mr Bloemen, who was concerned about
their clearly rather neglected state (Êgure 7). Known only to
him as likely family members (and henceforth referred to as
the unknown Bloemen portraits) the precise identiry of the
sitters and artist was naturally of further interest. This was
heightened by the fact that coincidentally rwo apparendy
related paintings from the Limburg Museum in Venlo had
only some monrhs earlier been treated ar SRAI, namely a
pair of portraits depicting Jozef Rainhald Bloemen (17901875) and his wife Anna Gertrudis Sindorff (1796-1878,
figure 8).

All in the Family?
'W'ith

the link in surname and strong visual similarities
berween the rwo sets - nor least the striking resemblances
in hairsryle and facial features of the male sitters - some
further comparisons were carried
out. Unfortunately, the..paintings

containing paint was
apparendy employed,
with the mosr thickly

applied areas exhibiting stronger brushwork and a slight
impasto. The Limburg museum informed us thar the author
of their portraits was Gerard Renier Hubert Jungen ( I 8 I 0

Linnich - 1856 Maastricht) and that he had painted Josef
and Anna in I835, at age 45 and 39 respectively. Gerardt
professional activitywas from c. 1825-1856, and in 1839 he
had married Maria Catharina Sindorff- the sister in fact of
the Venlo sitter Anna Gertrudis Sindorff (Sheen, 1 98 I ). All
of the above Êndings and information strongly supported
the theory that the ma.le sitter in the unknown Bloemen
portraits was one ofJosef Rainhald Bloement three younger
brothersr. Unfortunately, with all the brothers close in age,
married and, including their wives, ourliving the arrisr, no
brother could be excluded as the potential sitter. However,
based on the current ownert own family branch Johannes
Fransiscus Henricus Bloemen (1791-1879) and his wife
Catharina Barbara von Oeyen (1794-1873), who were

of Jozef Rainhald Bloemen
and Anna Gertrudis
(henceforth referred

J
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Sindorff

ro as rhe

Venlo Bloemen portraits) were no
longer in the studio, but naturally

we had excellent

rrearment

documentation and two samples
had been taken during treatmenr.
Samples removed from the two

unknown Bloemen

paintings

enabled identification of a similar

double ground which had been
used to prepare the supports ofall
four portraits. All of the paintings
had a linen (factory-made) canvas
support prepared wirh commercial
ground layers, which had been

8:'Ihe'\tnlo' Bloenren portruits: fozef Rainhald Bloenren and Anna Clertmdis SinrlorÍI, aftcr
treatnrcnt, errch (r5 cnr x 5.i cm.

Figure
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rwice before treatment at SRAL and that they had been
retouched. Typical resin residues on the canvas reverses

I

indicated that the paintings had also undergone at least one
previous varnish removal treatment (figure 9, right). The
tension of the canvases was very good and there was no
need to remove the paintings from the stretchers during
rheir treatment at SRAL.

Tireatment at SRAL
For the Venlo Bloemen paintings the only structural aspect

to SRALs treatment had involved protecting the slightly
abraded turnover edges by adhering strips of Japanese
paper with methylcellulose. Due to the discolouration of
the varnish layers the main treatment focus entailed safe

Figure 9: Details of rhe reverse of the ttnkttorvn n.rale Bloernen portrait
(lefi) and of thc portrait of Ànna (lertrtrdis Sindorlï(righr), befbre
ti'edtment ar SILA,I..

varnish removal using organic solvents. This was followed
by a restoration treatment which comprised varnishing
with Laropal A8l, the filling of losses, and retouching
with dry pigments and l5o/o Laropal AB1' This proved to
be a straightforward treatment that achieved a pleasing

married in 1818, could be considered the most likely sitters.
Assuming they were painted at a similar time to the Venlo
Bloemen porffaits (ie 1835), Johannes would havebeen 44
and Catharina 41.

aesthedc improvement (figure S). However, for the
previously untreated and unknown Bloemen paintings,

Confition summary and treatment history
Prior to treatment, with the front surfaces covered in an
extremely thick dirt coating, no attempt could have been
made to even approximate the age of the sitters in the
unknown Bloemen portraits. Vith the original frames,
strainers and attachments intact (although unstable), the
canvas reverses were also very dusry but lightly coloured,
with a supple, untouched quality. The canvases also lacked
any typical cracking patterns indicative ofprevious varnish
removals (figure 9, left). Indeed, samples mounted and
examined in cross-section revealed only a single thin natural
resin varnish layer directly above the paint layer. Above the
varnish layer was extensive uppermost surface dirt and all
indications \Mere that, other than a local amateurish tear
repair attempt, these paintings had never been previously
restored. Unlike 7be Dance above, the paint surface did
exhibit rypical age craquelure, but similarly to 7he Dance

some conservation treatment was urgendy required.
Paramount to the treatment approach was the retention
and careful preservation of the original materials used in
the paintings (strainer, frames, potentially original artistapplied varnish) for future generations, whilst enabling
the paintings to be stable and visually enjoyed as intended.
Following unframing, dust and general dirt were removed
from the frames and versos of the paintings by brushing and

vacuuming. Examining the front in ultraviolet light, only
the surface at the extreme edges and below the frame rebate
were visible. The remainder appeared almost black and
impenetrable.

ïny

the thick surface

tests indicated the feasibiliry

dirt and

ofremoving

revealed the potentially original,

previously untreated varnish surface below. Ironically, the
natural resin surface had retained a remarkably glossy,
transparent and non-yellowed appearance most likely

there were critical structural issues. There was a serious and
active woodworm infestati-on, especially in the

;

strainer of the male sitter and the canvases of both
paintings exhibited major planar distortions and

o

poor tension. Furthermore, the painting of the

U

male sitter had a large tear and a hole in the canvas,

and in the female sittert portrait there was a hole

in the

canvas and

an indented canvas

damage

between her nose and mouth. Additionally, there
were further local damages and losses to paint and

ground layers in both paintings.
The Venlo portraits meanwhile had certainly been
less neglected and were in a more stable condition

upon arrival at SRAL. \íhilst they had

í6

also

I

retained their original supports and attachments,
the surfaces of front and reverse had indicated
more regular dusting. Examination of the samples
indicated that both had been varnished at least

(

l0:

Details of Anna Gertrudis Sindorff('Venlo' Bloemen portrait) and
Henricus Bloernen? (unknorvn Bloemen portrait), during varnish
Fransiscus
Johannes
removal and surlace dirt removal respectively.

Figure
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were stretched on both
srrainers. The paintings
\Mere then stretched on
the strainers above rhe
loose linings. The frame

joints were opened,
damages repaired
and consolidated and
then the members repinned. Losses in the
frames were filled using
Beva 371-6ased filling
material and retouched

with Golden acrylic
paint. Areas of lost
ground layers were filled
Figure

ll:

Portraits of.fohartnes Fr:rnsiscus Henricus Bloenren and C:rtharina Barbara von C)eyen? (uuklon,p
Bloemen portrairs) ilttcr rrearrrler)r and re-fi.aming.

due to its having been protected from light exposure by
the extremely rhick layer of smoke-relared deposits above
(figure 10). The front surface of the paintings was carefully
cleaned using a trisodium cirrare solurion, thickened with
3o/o methylcellulose (w/v), removing

only the surface grime

and leaving the varnish layer unaffected. \X/irh the interface

between uppermosr paint layers and original/first varnish
undisturbed this treatment revealed the retained subtleties
of the original painting technique.

As with our first example set (the Pipenpoyse wedding
pictures) the structural treatment of these untreated
paintings was more involved than for their previously
treated counrerparrs. The paintings were taken off the
strainers and all remaining nails removed, with more
brushing and vacuuming carried out ro remove dirt and
dust balls trapped below the strainers.

in order to fatten the uneven surfaces,

especially the raised distortions along the inner edges of the
strainers. Tèars and holes in rhe canvases were 6rst repaired

on the reverse using glass fibre patches with Beva film,
and later on rhe front with PVA adhesive. For the frames
and stretchers, rhe insecticide Permethrin in kerosene was
injected to eliminate insects. One of the srrainers (from the
male portrait) had tn hc firlly impregnared rs rrrnndrn,^rm
stayed active despite several injection campaigns. Paraloid

B-72 was then brushed on the srrainers. Strainers were
positioned correctly (to make them square) and acid-free
cardboard was glued (using PVA adhesive) on their front in
order to stabilise them and prevenr any further movemenr.
Strainers were exrended (where necessary) by adding strips

acrylic paint; their gloss subsequently locally adjusted where
necessary using a Regalrezl094 and Kraron G mixture. The
treatments were deemed highly successful (figure l1). After

re-framing a label was applied to the backboard protection
(also included in the treatment
report):

with the following staremenr

Due to the presence of the natural resin and possibly
artist-applied varnish, it is advised that the paintings
are nor placed in direct sunlight as rhis will accelerate
the ageing and deterioration of the layer. The varnish
is currently in a very good condition and its removal
- should that ever be desirable - will be complex.
Consultation with a professional and specialized
conservaror would be highly advised.

CONCLUSION

Thcking margins were consolidated with isinglass, rhen
gendy flattened and strip lined. Paintings were humidified
(lying face down and temporarily stretched using clamps

and weights)

using an Evacon-based
filling mixture and also
retouched with Golden

of

cardboard along the edges, and loose linings of linen canvas

Certain indisputable differences were observed berween the
treated and untreared sets: whilst in a more neglected and
fragile state rhe untreared paintings had retained a freshness,
lightness and subtlery rhat had been irretrievably losr in rhose
that had been historically treated. From our experiences,

and as demonstrated by these examples, it seems these
changes could be primarily associated with the ingress of
non-volatile unstable materials during surface rrearmenrs.
In our previous research on the never-varnished 7he Dance with uncracked painr surface - and the repeatedly varnished
and cleaned The Dinner - wirh cracked painr surface - we
r',,erc ablo to diagnosc thc pcnctlatiori ul rusirr tlurirrg
those surface rreatments, alongside solvent, as a significant

contributing factor to their condition. As we are now able to
compare the once 'originally' varnished (but never cleaned)
unknown Bloemen portraits - with their cracked paint
surfaces - the potential effect from specifically varnishing
only (ie independent of a conservatort subsequent solventbased cleaning rrearments) is established. Considering our

4/
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professiont relative concern regarding potential solvent
effects during our surface treatments (versus those from
resin) we find this an illuminating illustration which could
offer new and perhaps reassuring perspectives.

Ve

conclude that

.
.
.

Laropal

A8l,

urea-aldehyde resin, BASF

Permethrin, synthetic insecticide in the pyrethroid family
Regalrez 1094, hydrogenated hydrocarbon resin, Eastman

Chemical Company/ Kremer Pigmente

if

concern during surface treatments is
only for rhe paint layers, we risk underemphasising their
efFect on the entire laminate structure. \,XÀilst we are more
used to considering the effects of non-volatile material
impregnation when discussing structural treatmenrs, related
aspects such as their retention in the structure, increasing
embrittlement and eventual cracking effects on the paint

not frequently
during surface treatments, despite their
surface are factors possibly

considered

. ïisodium citrate, Merck (formerly Sigma Aldrich) S I 804
. Tylose C30, Methyl 2-hydroxyethyl cellulose.

t

potentially
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significant long-term effect. These examples provide strong
evidence that the introduction of non-volatile resin into
the painting structure had a major impact on their very
nature, and certainly seems to support the benefit of our
trends in preventing resin penetration in necessary varnish
applications and removals, avoiding re-treatment as much
as possible, considering extraction treatments, and aiming
to never varnish a previously unvarnished painting.

Gwendoline Fife and Bascha Stabik

ENDNOTE
1

. Josef

Rainhald Bloemen (1790-1875) m.1817, Johannes Franciscus

Hendricus Bloemen (179I-1878) m.1818, Herman Franciscus
Bloemen (1794-187 5) m.

I 81

6, Arnold Franciscus Bloemen ( 1796-

1864) m.1820.
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CORRIGENDUM
The review of the Conserving Canvas Symposium (TPR
number 57 p.7I) contained the following errors:

lining method for the reinforcement
lfunsttechnologie und Konseruierung,

Barbara Lavorini, woiks for Istituto Centrale per il Restauro

(Ministry of Cultural Heritage) in Rome, and does not
work in private practice in Florence.

t: tI6-128.
Secondly, the adhesive used for the lining studied and tested

MATERIALS
.
.
.
.
.
48

Evacon-R, ethyl vinyl acetate copolymer emulsion adhesive

Golden Fluid Acrylics, Golden Artists Colors Inc.

by Lavorini and Luigi Orata is a thermoplastic adhesive
composed by a mixture of Plextol 8500 and Dispsersion
K360, not BEVA 371 as stated in the review.

Jun Funori, water soluble polysaccharide glue
Kraton G, stable second generation styrenic block copolymers
Kremer #67710, PVA adhesive , Kremer Pigmente

Thank you to Luigi Orata for bringing these errors to our
attention.
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